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Abstract
We describe a machine learning method for collecting idiomatic fixed stem
verb frames. Firstly we collect frequent frame candidates from the output
of a partial parser, secondly we apply a certain idiomaticity metric to the list
to get the most idiomatic frames. The extracted frames will be translated
to English and used as a resource in a Hungarian-to-English machine
translation system.

1 Introduction

Generalized verb frame: frame without the verb.

We generate a list of verb frame candidates with the so-called
optionalization method.

To filter out such frames we apply an idiomaticity metric called distributed
frequency (DF) based on [9] in a second step. In short, according to this
metric a given frame is more idiomatic if its generalized frame is used with
only few verbs, most idiomatic frames are used with only one verb.

In a sentence every NP is . . .
– either taken into account as bare case of the head;
– or as stem + case of the head;
– or omitted.

More precisely, if a given generalized frame (g) appears with n different
verbs (V1..n) more frequently than a threshold of 5 and the frequency of
(Vk, g) frames is Fk , then the formula for calculating DF for this generalized frame looks as follows:

We contrast manually a small sample of 17 frames from our final list with
the Hungarian Concise Dictionary. There are 15 frames in the written dictionary, from which we found 5, so at first sight the recall to the dictionary
is bad (5/15=33%). Conversely, it turns out that from the 17 frames found,
14 are true frames, so our method presents 9 new frames not appearing
in the dictionary.

Fixed-stem verb frame: such frames where only one (or at most few) defined stem can appear at a given position of the frame.
For example in English frames to take stock of sg and to take sg into consideration, the fixed stem is stock in ‘object’ position and consideration in
‘into’ position respectively.
Hungarian is a highly inflectional free-word-order language. Verbs indicate explicit case markings for their complements. These case markings
appear on the head of the NPs.
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Figure 2: An example sentence.

Position within a frame is defined by . . .
– word order
– preposition / casemark / postposition
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Verb frame: how many and what kind of NPs can or must appear together
with a given sense of a given verb.
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having a special, idiomatic role.

engine. We use it with a simple grammar to dertermine NPs. After that we
identify verb stems attaching separate verbal affixes to the stem. We cut
off the most frequent deverbal verb suffix (-hat/het).
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Figure 1: Word order vs. casemarks: the -t ending marks the object
There are many papers dealing with English frames [1, 2, 3, 4], but only
few dealing with a free-word-order language [5, 6]. We build our system
mainly on methods described in [5].
For translation purposes it is important to have those frequent fixed stem
frames where where the meaning is not compositional or more importantly
the translation is special.
What we need is idiomatic fixed stem verb frames.

2 Collecting Verb Frames
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Figure 3: Frame candidates of sentence on Fig. 2.
We collect all candidates and apply a simple frequency threshold (of 5) to
the list.
Thank to optionalization . . .
– we get the same true frame from different sentences, where different
adjuncts appear besides the same frame;
– we get rid of such adjuncts automatically, which appear in many different ways eg. as different cases.
Applying this method only the frame ad bérILL ACC DAT remains showing
that this frame has one fixed and two free positions.

The corpus and parser we use are described in detail in [7] (in Hungarian).
The corpus is a special 10 million word subcorpus of the morphosyntactically annotated Hungarian National Corpus (HNC) [8], with short, hopefully one-frame sentences.
Our parser is a partial parser implementing a cascaded regular grammar

3 Considering Idiomaticity
Using the above method, there are times when we get a fixed stem frame
just because the stem is frequent enough in a particular case, without

Fka
DF(g) = ∑ b
k=1 n
The original paper deals with verb-object relation. We must apply the metric to verbs and generalized frames. We simply get the generalized frame
as a string and then apply the method. The representation of the generalized frame of eg. add bérILL ACC DAT will be “bérILL ACC DAT” as a
string.
In the paper in question nothing is said about how to assign a DF -value to
different verb–frame pairs, they – because of the same generalized frame
– seem to have the same DF -value. To prefer such pairs where the verb
is more frequent, we multiply the DF -value with the relative frequency of
verb within the generalized frame, so we define our eventual idiomaticity
metric (so-called DF-score) as follows:
DF-score(Vk , o) = DF(o) ·

Conclusion and future work
As a result of two level filtering described above we get a list of 10000 verb
frames, which seems to be good enough to be the basis of a key lexical
resource in a Hungarian-to-English MT system being prepared.
The parser itself needs improvement to be able to parse complex sentences, moreover a better grammar implementing a full-featured Hungarian NP-grammar should be used.
The binomial filtering method described in [1] can be tested for getting rid
of frames which only occurs by error.
If we want to measure idiomaticity of free stem frames too, an other, more
sensitive idiomacity metric should be worked out, possibly using az automatically acquired thesaurus like in [4].

Fk
∑ni=1 Fi
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